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ABSTRACT
The fragmentation products of the ε-carbon–centered radical cations [Yε•LG]+ and
[Yε•GL]+, made by 266-nm laser photolysis of protonated 3-iodotyrosine-containing
peptides, are substantially different from those of their π-centered isomers [Yπ•LG]+
and [Yπ•GL]+, made by dissociative electron transfer from a ternary metal–ligand–
peptide complexes. For leucine-containing peptides the major pathway for the
ε-carbon–centered radical cations is loss of the side chain of the leucine residue
forming [YGα•G]+ and [YGGα•]+, whereas for the π-radicals it is the side chain of the
tyrosine residue that is lost, giving [Gα•LG]+ and [Gα•GL]+. The fragmentations of the
product ions [YGα•G]+ and [YGGα•]+ are compared with those of the isomeric
[Yε•GG]+ and [Yπ•GG]+ ions. The collision-induced spectra of ions [Yε•GG]+ and
[YGGα•]+ are identical, showing that interconversion occurs prior to dissociation. For
ions [Yε•GG]+, [Yπ•GG]+ and [YGα•G]+ the dissociation products are all distinctly
different, indicating that dissociation occurs more readily than isomerization.
Density functional theory calculations at B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) gave the relative
enthalpies (in kcal mol -1 at 0 K) of the five isomers to be [Yε•GG]+ 0, [Yπ•GG]+ -23.7,
[YGGα•]+ -28.7, [YGα•G]+ -31.0 and [Yα•GG]+ -38.5. Migration of an α-C–H atom
from the terminal glycine residue to the ε-carbon–centered radical in the tyrosine
residue, a 1-11 hydrogen atom shift, has a low barrier, 15.5 kcal mol-1 above [Yε•GG]+
By comparison, isomerization of [Yε•GG]+ to [YGα•G]+ by a 1-8 hydrogen atom
migration from the α-C–H atom of the central glycine residue has a much higher
barrier (50.6 kcal mol-1); similarly conversion of [Yε•GG]+ into [Yπ•GG]+ has a higher
energy (24.4 kcal mol-1).
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INTRODUCTION
Odd-electron peptide radical ions exhibit complementary fragment information with
respect to their even-electron protonated counterparts, potentially providing more
complete sequencing information.1-9 The locations of the radical center and the charge
in a peptide radical cation govern how the peptide fragments within a mass
spectrometer.6, 10-12 Barriers to hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) are frequently lower
than those to dissociation; consequently, the initially-formed ion may rearrange to an
isomer prior to collision-induced dissociation (CID). Experimental investigations of
the interconversion between isomers of peptide radical cations can begin with the
experimental of radical cations involving ions with different well-defined initial
radicals sites within the same peptide. A number of approaches can be used to
generate these radicals.10, 13-24 One frequently exploited method is through side-chain
losses from peptide radical cations generated by electron transfer from metal–ligand–
peptide complexes.13 Here Cα–Cβ bond cleavages of tryptophan and tyrosine residues
can result in well-defined radical centers on the corresponding α-carbon atoms after
neutral losses of 3-methylene-3H-indole (129 Da) or p-quinomethide (106 Da),
respectively.10, 13, 25, 26 Also, well-defined radical centers can be produced through low
energy collision-induced dissociation (CID) of chemically modified amino acids; for
example, reacting a tryptophan-containing peptide with sodium nitrite (NaNO2) or
tert-butylnitrite to produce N-nitrosylation15 or a cysteine-containing peptide with
tert-butylnitrite/S-nitrosoglutathione to give S-nitrosocysteine,16,

17

followed by

elimination of NO by CID to yield radicals initially located at the nitrogen and sulfur
atoms respectively.15-17 The Julian group has used various ultraviolet chromophores
and a 266-nm laser to photochemically generate well-defined radicals from protonated
peptides;18-23 These include (1) Using a non-covalently bound complex between a
2
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naphthyl based crown ether adduct and a lysine or arginine residue, to photoexcite the
peptide;18 (2) Replacing the phosphate group in peptides phosphorylated at serine or
threonine residues by a covalently bound 2-naphthalenethiol and then using UV to
homolytically cleave the C–S bond to create a β-radical;19, 20 (3) For peptides that
contain a disulfide bond, exciting the S–S bond which leads to homolytic cleavage of
this bond forming thiol radicals;21 and (4) Reaction of a tyrosine-containing peptide
with sodium iodide and chloramine-T to form a 3-iodotyrosine residue followed by
irradiation to cleave the weak C–I bond and formation of an σε-radical.22, 23
In a previous study,27 we observed both similarities and differences when comparing
molecular radical cations (M•+) generated through 266-nm laser photolysis of
iodotyrosine-containing peptides with those formed through dissociative electron
transfer in ternary metal–ligand–peptide complexes. We suspected that these
differences arose from substantial energy barriers restricting hydrogen atom
migrations in non-basic peptide radical cations. For the [YAGFLG]•+ derived from
metal–ligand–peptide complexes, we observed abundant tyrosine side-chain losses
(p-cresol radical, [H2C•C6H4OH], 107 Da); by contrast, in the CID of the peptide
radical generated by 266-nm laser photolysis, we observed abundant leucine
side-chain losses (isopropyl radical, [(CH3)2C•H], 43 Da; isobutene, [H2C=C(CH3)2],
56 Da) with very little tyrosine side-chain loss.27 Cα–Cβ Bond cleavage (loss of 56 Da)
occurs from an ion in which the radical center is located on the γ-carbon atom of the
leucine residue, while Cβ–Cγ bond cleavage (loss of 43 Da) occurs from the ion in
which the radical is located on α-carbon atom.28, 29 We expected loss of an iodine
atom to generate a sigma epsilon (σε) radical by homolytic cleavage of the C–I bond
of the tyrosine ring; therefore, it appears that subsequent hydrogen atom migrations
must have occurred from the leucine residue to the σε radical prior to the Cα–Cβ/Cβ–
Cγ bond cleavages.
3
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Here we use the model peptide radical cation YGG•+ to examine interconversion
between the σε radical on the tyrosine residue, denoted [Yε•GG]+, and isomers with
the radical center on the α-carbons on the glycine residues. To generate the α-radicals
[YGα•G]+ and [YGGα•]+ we took advantage of our previous discovery that σε radicals
on a tyrosine residue induce the loss of the entire side chain of an adjacent leucine
residue as isobutene.21

4
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EXPERIMENTAL
Materials and Reagents
Fmoc-Protected amino acids and Wang resin were purchased from Advanced
ChemTech (Louisville, KY, USA). All of the studied peptides were synthesized
according to procedures described in the literature.30 All solvents were of HPLC grade;
MeOH, H2O, and AcOH were purchased from Duksan Pure Chemicals (Ansan-City,
Gyungkido, Korea), Tedia (Fairfield, OH, USA), and VWR International (Poole,
England), respectively. The tyrosine-containing peptides were iodinated according to
a published protocol.23 To prepare solutions of iodinated peptides, 1 mole equivalent
of NH4I (instead of NaI, to avoid Na+ counter ions) was added to a solution (1 mL)
containing the peptide (0.1 mM) in H2O/MeOH (50:50, v/v) and then chloramine-T (1
mole equivalent) was added; after 45 s, the reaction was quenched by adding sodium
metabisulfite (1 mole equivalent).

Mass Spectrometry
In a typical infusion experiment, a syringe pump (Cole Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL, USA)
was used to deliver samples at a flow rate of 120 µL h–1. The peptide stock solutions
for experiments with singly protonated peptides containing iodine ([M + I + H]+)
typically comprised 0.1 mM peptide in H2O/MeOH (50:50, v/v) containing 0.1%
AcOH. When generating peptide radicals using metal complexes, 600 µM
CuII(12-crown-4) was added to the peptide stock solutions, without AcOH, such that
peptide radical ions (M•+) would be generated through one-electron transfer from the
neutral peptide to the metal center in the metal–ligand–peptide complex during gas
phase. All laser-induced dissociation (LID) and CID experiments were conducted
using a modified triple quadrupole linear-ion trap (LIT) (QTRAP®, AB SCIEX,
5
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Concord, ON, Canada) equipped with an electrospray ionization (ESI) source with
+3500V and N2 as the collision gas. The detailed setup for LID has been described
previously;27 briefly, a fourth-harmonic laser pulse, with a pulse width of 4 ns and a
pulse energy of 3 mJ, was generated by a flashlamp-pumped Nd:YAG laser (Tempest
20, Electro Scientific Industries, Portland, OR, USA), which was triggered by the
signal from the modified mass spectrometer. The σε radical cations [Yε•LG]+, and
[Yε•GL]+ were generated through 266-nm laser photolysis, with loss of the iodine
atom from the protonated 3-iodotyrosine-containing peptides of [YILG + H]+ and
[YIGL + H]+. The π radical cations, [Yπ•LG]+ and [Yπ•GL]+, were produced through
dissociative

electron

transfer

in

ternary

metal–ligand–peptide

complexes

[Cu(12-crown-4)(peptide)]•2+ under low energy CID. The σα radical cation, [YGα•G]+
and [YGGα•]+, were generated by CID of [Yε•LG]+ and [Yε•GL]+ (Figures 1a and 1c)
which underwent facile diagnostic losses of neutral isobutene ([CH2=C(CH3)2], 56
Da).

Confirmation of Peak Assignment
The glycine on the C-terminus of YLG was replaced by alanine, such that the
C-terminus fragment ions of [Yε•LA]+ (Supplementary Information, Figure S1a)
would be mass-shifted by m/z +14 relative to those of [Yε•LG]+ while N-terminus
fragments remain unchanged. Similarly, second amino acid residue in YGL was
replaced by alanine so that N-terminus fragment ions of [Yπ•AL]+ (i.e. b2-H and
[M-106]•+) would be mass-shifted by m/z +14 relative to those of [Yπ•GL]+.

Computational Methods
All calculations were performed in the framework of density functional theory (DFT)
using the unrestricted (U) hybrid functional formulated with a mixture of Hartree–
6
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Fock exchange energy and Becke’s three-parameter 1988 gradient-corrected exchange
energy, as well as Lee–Yang–Parr (LYP) correlation energy (UB3LYP).31 All DFT
calculations were performed initially with the 6-31G basis set and subsequently with
the 6-31++G(d,p) basis set.32,

33

Low-lying structures of the molecular ions were

initially obtained through Monte Carlo conformational searches with a semi-empirical
method (PM3) using Spartan software;34 the 200 most stable conformers in maximum
were selected (i.e. all conformers are chosen for all molecular ions) for geometry
optimization after the conformational search

at the UB3LYP/6-31G

and

UB3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) levels. All of the stationary points were characterized by
vibrational analysis to ensure that their curvatures were correct on the corresponding
potential energy surfaces (PESs) and the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) method
was used to identify the local minima associated with each transition state structure.
Relative enthalpies at 0 K (∆H0°) were calculated from the electronic energies and
zero-point energies (ZPVE) obtained within the harmonic approximation. Spin
densities were obtained using natural population analysis (NPA). All DFT calculations
were performed using the Gaussian 03 software package.35
The microcanonical rate constant ki(E) of each unimolecular reaction i was calculated
using the Rice–Ramsperger–Kassel–Marcus (RRKM) equation.36 The value of ki(E) is
a function of the internal energy E of the reactant, relative to the energy of the
structure at the global minimum on the PES; it is given by eq 1:
σWi ‡ (Ei − E0i)
ki(E) =
ℎρi(Ei)
where Ei = E – ∆H0i is the available vibrational energy (∆H0i is the ith reactant’s
enthalpy of formation at 0 K), ρi(Ei) is the density of vibrational states of the reactant,
Wi╪ (Ei – E0i) is the sum of the vibrational states of the transition state, E0i is the
corresponding critical energy for reaction, h is Planck’s constant, and σ is the reaction
7
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path degeneracy (equal to 1 in all of the reaction pathways considered in this study).
The vibrational states were counted directly using the Beyer–Swinehart algorithm.37
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fragmentations of isomers of [YLG]•+ and [YGL]•+
Figures 1a and 1b display the CID spectra of isomeric tripeptides of
tyrosylleucylglycine, [YLG]•+, with different initial radical sites; these radical cations
were generated using two different methods (Scheme 1). The σε radical [Yε•LG]+,
formed through 266-nm laser photolysis of the 3-iodotyrosine-containing peptide
[YILG + H]+, has a well-defined initial ε-carbon–centered radical on the tyrosine
residue. Spectrum 1b is for the π radical [Yπ•LG]+ formed through dissociative
electron transfer from a ternary metal–ligand–peptide complex. These product ion
spectra of isomeric [Yε•LG]+ and [Yπ•LG]+ are strikingly different: the former
underwent Cα–Cβ cleavage of the leucine residue ([M – 56]•+) to generate the σα
radical28 [YGα•G]+ (Scheme 1c), as well as some other fragment ions in lower
abundance ([M – 17]•+, [b2 – H – 17]•+, [c1 – 17]+); the latter underwent Cα–Cβ
cleavage of the tyrosine residue (forming [M – 106]•+) after proton abstraction from
the phenolic oxygen atom and also formed [M – 17]•+ and [b2 – H]•+ ions in lower
abundance. Assignments were verified by corresponding studies of the radical peptide
analogues [Yε•LA]+ and [Yπ•LA]+, which differ from [Yε•LG] and [Yε•LG]+ by
replacing the terminal glycine residue with an alanine residue (see Figures S1a–d in
the Supplementary Information and the discussion in the Experimental section). The
observation of distinctly different product ion spectra for [Yε•LG]+ and [Yπ•LG]+ was
not unexpected; it is in accordance with recent results27 from longer isomeric peptides
with initial ε-carbon– and π-centered radicals at the tyrosine residue. In summary, the
major fragmentation pathways for σε and σα radical cations are different indicating
that the barriers to fragmentation are lower than those to isomerization. For [Yε•LG]+,
hydrogen atom transfer from the γ-carbon of the leucine residue to the radical center
9
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on the aromatic ring precedes the loss of isobutene and for [Yπ•LG]+ proton transfer
from the OH of the tyrosine residue to the backbone is followed by loss of
p-quinomethide.
Figures 1c and 1d present CID spectra of isomers [Yε•GL]+ and [Yπ•GL]+. The
fragmentation patterns of the π-radical system [Yπ•LG]+ is very similar to that of
[Yπ•GL]+, although the latter has additional products [b2 – H – 17]•+ and [c1 – 17]+
albeit in low abundance. However, there is a substantial difference in the spectra of
the σε radical isomers [Yε•LG]+ and [Yε•GL]+. In addition to formation of the [M –
56]•+ radical cation by Cα–Cβ cleavage of the leucine residue initiated by HAT from
the γ-carbon to the ε-carbon, an [M – 43]+ ion was also observed in low abundance;
the latter is the product of Cβ–Cγ bond cleavage of the leucine side chain and is the
result of HAT to the ε-carbon–centered radical from the α-carbon of the leucine
residue. Similarly we observed a (–29 Da) loss resulting from Cβ–Cγ bond cleavage of
[Yε•GI]+ (Supplementary Information, Figure S1e), in which an isoleucine residue
replaced the third leucine residue.
Previous explorations of tautomerizations among α-carbon atoms along a peptide
backbone or between α-carbon– and π-centered radicals have revealed that
rearrangements are energetically and kinetically hindered by the presence of the
charge on the backbone.10 Hydrogen atom migration along the backbone can be
facilitated by the presence of a basic amino acid residue that sequesters the proton.10,
38

To the best of our knowledge, relatively little is known about the mechanism for

hydrogen atom transfers between ε-carbon–centered (σε) radicals and α-carbon–
centered radicals (σα), although they apparently have a substantial impact on the
ion-fragmentation chemistry.39,

40

Accordingly, here we present a combined

experimental and theoretical investigation of three simple isomeric radical cations of
tyrosylglycylglycine: [Yε•GG]+, with the radical centered at the ε-carbon atom at the
10
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ortho position of the phenolic unit, and [YGα•G]+ and [YGGα•]+, where the radicals
are centered at the α-carbon atoms of the second and third glycine residues,
respectively. This tyrosine-containing prototypical system allows us to explore how
interconversions associated with the ε- and α-carbon–centered radicals along the
peptide backbone influence their subsequent dissociation processes.

Interconversion of radical cations of YGG
Figure 2 presents the CID spectra of [Yε•GG]+, [YGα•G]+ and [YGGα•]+. The CID
spectra of [Yε•GG]+ and [YGGα•]+ are almost identical whereas that for [YGα•G]+ is
simpler and very different (mass assignments verified in Supplementary Information,
Figure S3). All three spectra have [b2 – H – 17]•+ and [c1 – 17]+ ions, but for
[YGα•G]+ the only other product is the ion at m/z 278 (loss of NH3), an ion in
negligible abundance in the other two spectra. The base peak for [Yε•GG]+, and
[YGGα•]+ is a result of the loss of water and, on further dissociation, the product [M –
18]•+ ion does not lose CO, indicating that it is not an oxazolone (see Supplementary
Figure S2). From this we conclude that the oxygen eliminated probably originates in
an amide group.41, 42 Additional products from [Yε•GG]+, and [YGGα•]+ are the a1+ ion
in high abundance with b2+, [b2 + H – 17]•+ and [M – 106]•+ ions all in moderate
abundance. Here we note that both experimental and theoretical studies on the three
carbon-centered [Gα•GG]+, [GGα•G]+ and [GGGα•]+ radical cations revealed that only
the [GGGα•]+ species generates the closed-shell even-electron b2+ ion and its
complementary neutral radical [Gly-H]•; in other words, the formation of the b2+ ion
necessitated formation of a [GGGα•]+.43 The presence of a b2+ ion in the spectra of
both [Yε•GG]+ and [YGGα•]+ then provides further evidence for tautomerization
between [Yε•GG]+ and [YGGα•]+. These results clearly suggest that the [Yε•GG]+ and
[YGGα•]+ ions interconvert prior to dissociation and that the [YGα•G]+ dissociates
11
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more readily than convert into the other two structures.
DFT calculations have been used to examine pathways to interconversions between
the σε and σα radical cationic tripeptides of [Yε•GG]+, [YGα•G]+, and [YGGα•]+.
Figure 3 displays the spin densities of the σε radical [Yε•GG]+, the π radical [Yπ•GG]+,
and the σα radicals [YGα•G]+ and [YGGα•]+. The unpaired spin density of [Yε•GG]+ is
mainly at the ε-carbon atom (> 90%) and in the plane of the benzene ring. By contrast,
the spin density of [Yπ•GG]+ is delocalized over the π orbitals of the carbon and
oxygen atoms of the phenol unit (57.9%) but with a significant contribution (21.8%)
from the amide oxygen that is located over the aromatic ring. Both [YGα•G]+ and
[YGGα•]+ have more than 50% of their spin density at the designated α-carbon atoms,
while the remainder is delocalized over the amide residues (the second residue for
[YGα•G]+ and the third for [YGGα•]+). Therefore, these four radicals exhibit four
different spin densities as expected.

Potential Energy Profiles for Conversion of [Yε•GG]+ into
[YGα•G]+,[YGGα•]+ and [Yπ•GG]+
Figure 4a presents the PES for HAT from the glycyl residues to the σε radical center
of [Yε•GG]+, as determined at the UB3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level of theory. All energies
are relative to the best optimized structure for the highest energy isomer, [Yε•GG]+, in
which the radical is located at the ε-carbon atom of the tyrosine residue and the proton
is located at the N-terminal nitrogen atom. Ion [Yα•GG]+, stabilized by the presence of
a strong donor (NH2) and a powerful electron-withdrawing protonated carbonyl group
both adjacent to the radical center, is at the global minimum, 38.5 kcal mol-1 below the
[Yε•GG]+ ion. Ion [Yα•GG]+ does not interconvert easily into the other isomers and
therefore, for the sake of clarity, was not included in Figure 4a.
A direct 1,8 hydrogen atom transfer from the α-carbon atom of the central glycine
residue to the ε-carbon atom of the tyrosine residue has the highest energy barrier
12
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(50.6 kcal mol–1 relative to [Yε•GG]+). By contrast, a direct 1,11 HAT from the
α-carbon atom of the terminal glycine residue ([YGGα•]+) to the ε-carbon atom of the
tyrosine residue ([Yε•GG]+) has a substantially lower barrier (15.5 kcal mol–1),
indicating that conversion to [YGGα•]+ is facile. As the barrier to conversion between
[YGGα•]+ and [YGα•G]+ is expected to be approximately 36 kcal mol-1 according to
the isomerization barrier from [GGGα•]+ to [GGα•G]+, then conversion of [Yε•GG]+
into [YGα•G]+ is more likely to follow the indirect route via [YGGα•]+.43,

44

Furthermore, the loss of water from [GGGα•]+ was calculated to be slightly lower than
that to rearrangement to [GGα•G]+ and similarly the loss of water is the base peak in
the fragmentation of [YGGα•]+. All these calculations support the conclusion based on
the experimental observations that [Yε•GG]+ converts to [YGGα•]+ prior to
dissociation, but interconversion with [YGα•G]+ does not occur.
Loss of ammonia from [YGα•G]+ could occur either by (a) nucleophilic displacement
by the phenol ring to form a phenonium ion as in the dissociation of protonated
phenylalanine45-48 or (b) by a 1,5 HAT from the β-carbon of the tyrosine side chain,
followed by cleavage of the terminal N-Cα bond. The barrier to loss of NH3 from
protonated tyrosine via a phenonium ion has been calculated by DFT calculations at
B3LYP/DZVP to be 31.9 kcal mol-1 49; this compares with a barrier of 41.6 kcal mol-1
for the rearrangement of [GGα•G]+ into [GGGα•]+.44 Consequently, loss of ammonia
by a charge-driven mechanism from [YGα•G]+ is almost certainly favored over
rearrangement to [GGGα•]+. The energy for the radical-driven process was more
difficult to estimate so we calculated the transition state for the 1,5 HAT from the
β-carbon of the tyrosine to α-carbon of the central residue and obtained a barrier of
28.2 kcal mol-1. This is the rate-determining barrier as the energy of the products of
dissociation was calculated to be 5.9 kcal mol-1 below this transition state. Hence it
appears that ammonia loss from [YGα•G]+ is probably radical-driven.
13
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Finally, conversion of the [Yε•GG]+ ion into the π-radical [Yπ•GG]+ formally occurs
by proton migration from the N-terminal amino group to the radical center. The
crucial barrier to this multistep process has a barrier of 24.4 kcal mol-1 and clearly is
energetically not competitive with the 1,11 HAT required to convert ion [Yε•GG]+ into
[YGGα•]+. Although the direct migration conversion of [Yε•GG]+ to phenoxy radical
[YO•GG]+ is energetically highly unfavorable (39.7 kcal mol-1), direct 1,13 HAT
pathway from [YGGα•]+ to the [YO•GG]+ (30.1kcal/mol) which subsequently results
in facile formation of ion [M-106]•+ is possible.25, 26 Consistent with the prior analysis,
RRKM calculations (Figure 4b) confirm that the rate constant for conversion of
[Yε•GG]+ into [YGGα•]+ is several orders of magnitude higher than those for
formation of [Yπ•GG]+ and [YGα•G]+ at low internal energy.

Effect of substitution on the central residue
Figure 5 displays the CID spectra of [Yε•AαCH3G]+, [YAαCH3Gα•]+ and [Yε•Gd2G]+,
radical cations. Here the central glycyl residue has been replaced by an
α-methylalanine residue or a α-deuterated glycyl residue; the former eliminates the
possibility of forming an α-carbon–centered radical intermediate at this residue. The
fragmentation patterns of [Yε•AαCH3G]+ and [YAαCH3Gα•]+ are again almost identical
supporting the hypothesis that direct radical migration occurs, rather than stepwise
passage through an intermediate with the radical centered on the middle glycine
residue. Similarly, no deuterium atoms from the deuterated radical cation [Yε•Gd2G]+
were involved in the formation of the b2+ product, implying no role for the
α-hydrogen atoms of the middle glycine residue in either the isomerization or
fragmentation processes.

14
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CONCLUSION
The

[Yε•GG]+

radical

cation,

created

by

loss

of

I•

from

protonated

3-iodotyrosylglycylglycine, has an identical fragmentation pattern to that of the
[YGGα•]+ ion, created by loss of isobutene from [YGL]•+. The [YGGα•]+ ion is
calculated to be 28.7 kcal mol-1 lower in energy than [Yε•GG]+ and, as the barrier to
conversion by hydrogen atom transfer is only 15.5 kcal mol-1 above [Yε•GG]+, then
we conclude that rearrangement occurs prior to dissociation. By comparison with
calculations on [GGGα•]+, the barrier to the dominant fragmentation channel of
[YGGα•]+, the loss of water, is estimated to be 32.5 kcal mol-1, ~11 kcal mol-1 less
than for rearrangement back to [Yε•GG]+. Also, [YGGα•]+ and [YGα•G]+ gave
different fragmentation products and the barrier to isomerization between these two
ions (estimated to be 35.8 kcal mol-1 above [YGα•G]+) is higher than those to
dissociations for both ions.
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